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This building was certified 
LEED® Silver in 2012.
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Since 1987, the home of the West End 
Cultural Centre (WECC) was symbolic 
of its community and artistic spirit. 
However, by 2003 the WECC’s symbol 
of strength had also become its greatest 
liability. That year, structural engineers 
informed the WECC that major problems 
with the 95-year-old building could no 
longer be ignored.

Prairie Architects Inc. was commissioned 
by the WECC to undertake a feasibility 
study to investigate options for 
redevelopment. In addition to the 
structural problems, the iconic facility 
was not accessible to persons with 
disabilities and as such presented a 
barrier to public performances.

Committed to the community, a decision 
was made to renovate the existing 
facility to provide a larger patron services 
area, as well as a dedicated space for 
community outreach programming. 
An addition to the south side of the 
building provides a larger theatre space 
for performances. Striving to re-use the 
existing historic building and recycling 
usable building materials, the project 
achieved a LEED® Silver certification.

The WECC re-opened its newly 
renovated facility on May 25, 2009.

Eco•Facts

West End 
Cultural Centre

586 Ellice Avenue at Sherbrook, Winnipeg Manitoba



The following is a summary of the health, performance and environmental features of the building 
based on the LEED® (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) criteria: 

Main Floor Plan Illumination Analysis

Sustainable Sites

The West End Cultural Centre reused 
their existing building and constructed 
an addition on a previously developed 
site located close to 3 bus routes in the 
neighbourhood. Bicycle storage has 
been provided for staff and visitors to the 
building and a shower is available for staff 
to use.  The centre provides 93% less 
parking than required by zoning and 
has provided two carpool only spaces for 
staff and volunteers.  Interior and exterior 
lighting has been designed to reduce light 
pollution into the night sky or adjacent 
properties. 

Water Efficiency

The building maximizes water efficiency 
by the use of aerator faucets and dual 
flush toilets. These measures contribute 
to a total water use reduction of 29%.  
Rainwater is collected from the roof to 
use for irrigation of the landscape when 
required. The majority of the plants selected 
are native, drought-tolerant species that 
will not require irrigation once established.

Energy & Atmosphere

A well insulated building envelope, radiant 
heating, energy recovery ventilators, and 
energy efficient light fixtures were used to 
achieve an energy cost savings 29% 
better than the Model National Energy 
Code for Buildings.

To minimize the impact of the building 
on the depletion of the ozone layer, all 
systems are CFC and HCFC free and 
the fire suppression system contains 
no halons. Increased energy efficiency 
reduces environmental impact in relation 
to energy production and building systems 
emissions.  

Materials & Resources

During construction, 85% of construction 
wastes were recycled or salvaged.  18% 
of materials were reused from another 
project, 10% of new materials, including 
carpet, concrete and steel, contained 
recycled content and 12% of new building 
materials used were extracted and 
manufactured within an 800km radius of 
the project site or transported by rail within 
a 2400km radius.

A durable building ensures the selection of 
durable materials and components, quality 
control during construction, and increasing 
the service life of the building.

Indoor Environmental Quality

The West End Cultural Centre is a non-
smoking building and has been designed 
with optimal ventilation to provide 
excellent indoor air quality for employees 
and visitors. All carpet, adhesives, sealants, 
paints, and coatings used in the building 
were specifically chosen to have a low 
level of Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOC). VOC’s can cause irritating effects 
or health issues for the installers as well 
as the building occupants.  All composite 
wood used including plywood, MDF, and 
particle board contains no added urea-
formaldehyde.

In addition, measures such as covering 
openings in ductwork, keeping a clean 
worksite, and scheduling, were taken to 
protect the indoor air quality of the building 
during construction.

Innovation & Design Process

During the construction of the project, a 
Worker Training Program was established 
to, not only, provide a sustainable parking 
plaza, but to offer Environmental Design 
students a chance to be involved in 
a sustainable building project in hopes 
they would integrate the experience into 
their future careers in the green building 
industry. This project also stimulated the 
local community’s economic development 
and green building knowledge, as three 
paid training positions in sustainable 
construction were created for un/under 
employed community residents. 

The West End Cultural Centre is committed 
to communicating the importance of 
green building and sharing the lessons 
they have learned with their community.  
The education program will include tours 
to community members and brochures 
available to visitors. They continue their 
commitment to the environment with an 
active composting program and by using 
only Green Seal cleaning products.

Intergrated Design Process
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